ASA: LSC can veto SACC films

By Gerald Radack

ASA is currently pondering against the government will determine the extent to which MIT and other universities cooperated with the FBI in its investigation of the Socialist Workers Party (SWP), the party's presidential candidate, Peter Camejo, said last week.

Documents already released in the suit show that the FBI burglarized the party's office at least three times, in 1960 and 1965. It was recently revealed that numerous FBI informants had infiltrated the party, despite the fact that the FBI knew of no illegal activities engaged in by the party. The party is a Marxist organization that does not advocate violent overthrow of the government.

In addition to $27 million, the FBI, in seeking a permanent injunction against harassment and infiltration by the government, asked that the FBI burglaries of party offices are still ongoing.

Camejo was a student at MIT from 1958 to 1961. During this time, he became associated with the Young Socialist Alliance — a group affiliated with the SWP — and FBI surveillance of him began.

The FBI Died On Camejo, obtained under the Freedom of Information Act, shows that FBI agents obtained Camejo's dates of attendance, address and major (mathematics) from the MIT Information Office. Similar information was obtained from the Boston University Information Office when Camejo was enrolled there.

All the information that the documents show the FBI obtained from the universities is considered public information; however, Camejo pointed out that portions of the documents have been deleted by government censors before release, and that it was possible that other possibly confidential information was released by the universities to the FBI.

"The question is how far did they go?" Camejo asserted. "How much cooperation is there between the universities and the FBI?"

Mary Morrissey, Director of the information service, says that her office has never given out any confidential information about students. Robert Byers, Director of the News Office, told The Tech that MIT has never released any information concerning students other than their departmental affiliation, class, dates of attendance, awards and degrees received, and address and phone number. MIT and other universities are now prohibited by Federal law (the Buckley amendment) from releasing additional information about students — such as what subjects they took or the grades received, the express or implied consent of the students.

Class size for the next several years was fixed at 1000 to generate additional revenue from tuition —

Crowding in dormitories to get even worse in '78

By Paul Yen

It now appears the overcrowding at the Institute houses may peak next year at about 175 to 200 instead of 300 as earlier predicted, according to Association Dean of Student Affairs, Ken Browning '66.

This decrease is due to the two new independent living groups, Phi and Women's Independent Living Group, which house 260 students in the old Institute houses and 250 in a new house 40 this year — and a smaller freshman class than expected.

"The overcrowding will level off at a slightly lower level," said Browning, "if the freshman class size remains set at 1100.

Class size for the next several years was fixed at 1000 to generate additional revenue from tuition..."